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About This Game

MadOut is a combat race.

Wrecked cars making jumps over bumps and potholes, not always fitting into corners, they are driving at maximum speeds wit
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Title: MadOut
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Nuligine
Publisher:
Nuligine
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2015

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Window 8

Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 1.5GHz or equivalent
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This game is fun but also needlessly frustrating. Victories feel largely left to chance due to poor AI and a punishing combat
system. My main issue, however, is that the game cannot be played offline and save data is stored on the company's servers as
opposed to your local system. In summary, this is a cool Blur like racing game, especially for those of us on Linux since Blur
isn't available to us at this point. If the aforementioned issues are fixed then I would even call this a great game.. I bought this
game on a whim during the summer sale. It isn't for me. The gameplay is loose and isn't tight at all. It could use some fine
tuning. The cars feel like they float. Maybe just bad physics in the game engine. The graphics are alright. I wasn't expecting
superb AAA graphics, so I wasn't let down. However some of the special effects look bland and didn't provide the awesome
factor especially when you wreck someone. I thought it'd be similar to Blur. Being arcadey and having power ups, buuuuut its in
its own league. Best bought for kids entertainment and value. Since their expectations won't be so high lol. Overall I'd rate it a
60 out of 100.. while the handling and damage model is acceptable, rest of the game is not worth that money. tracks are boring,
textures are terrible. There are translation errors and text overlapping in the menus. It feels like mobile game more. if it was 3x
cheaper it would be acceptable i guess.. dont recommend. Nice game. Full of action, and relatively tough. I was playing the
second level and had a hard time winning the race that I wondered whether I was playing against AI or online. The game works
well on Linux (Fedora) and works also on AMD open source drivers with good performance. The game is well worth the price.
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